Fresno State President Joseph I. Castro has championed the use of tablets in the classroom since Day 1 of his presidency.

His own iPad is always with him. He swipes, taps, pinches and maneuvers the sleek device with ease. He wants everyone else at Fresno State to become equally comfortable using a tablet. And from that desire was born the tablet program, called DISCOVERe at Fresno State.

The tablet program is at the core of Dr. Castro’s bold vision to find new ways of teaching that will engage and challenge students to improve their success in the classroom and the university’s graduation numbers. It’s an aggressive initiative to break down the digital divide and rethink how to educate tomorrow’s leaders.

This isn’t a “let’s check Facebook and play solitaire” tablet initiative. Rather, it is a well-researched, carefully designed program to harness technology to make learning a rich, multimedia, interactive experience.

“Tablets are a teaching and learning tool that Fresno State will embrace to meet the needs of today’s tech-savvy students — those already enrolled and future students from throughout the Valley and state who already are using tablets in K-12 schools,” Castro says.

There’s a buzz on campus as the first cohort of 40 faculty tablet fellows prepare a fall launch.

“I think using tablets will make class more interactive and exciting, which will enhance student learning and increase participation,” says Communications professor Dr. Marnel Niles Goins (below). She will teach a small group communication course with the iPad in the fall. The course is a part of the First Year Experience Program, where all students in the cohort are first-generation college students.

“I plan to use a number of new platforms and applications that are available on my tablet to engage students in the classroom and when they’re doing assignments,” Goins says.
Dr. The Nguyen, (above) who’ll use his iPad in teaching engineering product design, agrees that tablets will increase student engagement.

“The apps will allow students to experiment with things described in the lectures immediately — for instance, some mechanisms of machines,” he says.

“I would like to engage my students more by using current technology. I’d like my students to use tablets for browsing and collecting information, taking notes, doing homework, writing reports and interacting with each other (and professors) in and out of the classrooms.”

Faculty fellows are using university-issued iPad Air tablets with a keyboard and protective case. The hardware cost is $850 each with an option for a data plan.

Students who enroll in their classes may use their own tablets of any brand, or may lease or purchase tablets from the Kennel Bookstore on campus, which is working to offer several choices of affordable devices.

“We selected Apple iPads for the first faculty cohort, but we are building a platform that is agnostic — in other words, adaptable for use with any brand of tablet,” says Associate Provost Lynnette Zelezny, chair of the task force that is working to implement the program.

As the faculty receive training this spring and summer on how to prepare classroom materials for iPad delivery, additional cohorts of student and staff tablet fellows will be added.

Plus, infrastructure upgrades will be made in the campus wireless network and in classrooms to support the use of tablets. Help center locations in the Madden Library and elsewhere are being scouted.

Mike Pronovost, a senior business administration major and member of the Tablet Program Committee, says students already have ideas about how they can leverage the devices for better interaction in the classroom and with each other.

“When students have the tablets in their hands, the real creativity will come out,” he says.

An assessment component built into the program will provide a clear analysis of the impact of tablets. Four assessments are included: faculty learning, student learning, program measures during the first year and a final assessment at the end of the first year.

Funding for the tablet program is from blended sources of the state general fund, Fresno State Foundation and donor support. A $1 million technology infrastructure upgrade was already planned.

Castro says it’s money well spent. “We are investing in our people and in the education of our students.”

— Shirley Melikian Ambruster is the associate vice president for University Communications and Integrated Marketing.